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Output of list files: A: You may have something called a "quiet redirect" in your.profile which is converting ^L
(OS/X's way of setting your prompt to be a literal line break) to be ^M (control-M). Try export

PS1="\[\e[01;31m\][\w\W]\[\e[m\]" to restore ^L to what it is in the shell prompt. Another possibility: PS1="%="
will leave the [%=] in the prompt; you can reset that to the prompt separator of your choice by replacing % with
whatever character you want it to be. Q: Extract links from a String I have a String that is in the following form:

String str = "This is a test of the awesomeness that we offer." I want to extract all href="" links (I do NOT want the
part). How can I do this? I've looked at the String.replaceAll method, but I am new to Java. A: String[] result =
str.split("Q: Difference between power and current in circuit analysis Suppose this is the circuit diagram of a

current source which outputs a constant current. I'm a little confused about the difference between current and
power. What is the difference between the two? It seems to me that power can be understood as the sum of

current and voltage. Why do power and current have this different name? A: Power equals current times voltage. If
the current remains constant and the resistance is varied, voltage is the variable that changes. Power is the

product of current and voltage, and so the power must be constant (the same) irrespective of resistance. If voltage
is constant and current varies, current is the variable that changes. Power is the product of current and resistance,
and so the power must be the same (assuming the power source is constant) irrespective of resistance. A: In your

circuit, it seems that power is constant if current is constant. This is a well-known theorem: constant current source
has a constant
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